History. In Günzburg.

We hope you will enjoy your tour of our historical city of Günzburg!

1. Town Wall
   Wall securing the upper part of town since the 14th century.

2. Town Hall
   Former mint of Anterior Austria. The Tourist Information is located on the ground floor.

3. Castle and Chapel Royal
   Former residence of margrave Karl (1609 – 1618) with a renaissance-style church.

4. Museum of Local History
   Focusing on provincial roman archeology; 16 show rooms taking up a total of 670 m².

5. “Fidla” (Swabian term meaning ‘bottom’)
   Hearty “regards” from the lower town inhabitants, directed at upper town citizens.

6. “Unteres Tor”
   Distinctive tower with a gate and Günzburg’s landmark.

7. Custom House
   Paying customs was required to enter the marketplace.

8. Market Place
   Framed by more than 40 picturesque house fronts.

9. Former Inn “Gasthaus zur Krone”
   Emperor Joseph II and the Bavarian king Max I Joseph used to spend the night here.

10. The New Fountain at the Market Place
    Constructed in 1984, the fountain depicts many details from the town’s history.

11. Kuhturm
    Late 16th century octagonal building.

12. The former Monastery
    Franciscan monastery (1677 – 1782) and institute of the Congregatio Jesu (1825 – 2010).

13. Korczak Memorial
    Dedicated to teacher Janusz Korczak (killed in 1942 in Treblinka).

14. Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady)
    The town’s most substantial historic building, constructed by Dominikus Zimmermann.

15. Frauen­gasse
    Idyllic alleyway situated in the Old Town, former living quarter of poorer citizens.

16. Brentanohaus
    Former town palais and the Brentano trading company’s business house.

17. Eisen­haus
    Former powder magazine, used as a prison throughout the 18th and 19th century.

18. Memorial for the victims of concentration camp doctor Joseph Mengele
    Designed by students of Günzburg’s grammar schools.

19. Memorial for the victims of concentration camp doctor Joseph Mengele
    Designed by students of Günzburg’s grammar schools.

20. Former Austrian Barracks
    Günzburg was made a garrison in 1780 by Emperor Joseph II.

21. Wätteplatz with Schweinchenbrunnen
    Former watering place for horses (“Wätte”) later used as a pig market.

Experience Günzburg on your phone with the GÜNZBURG APP
This city tour for your mobile phone containing much useful information is available in 5 languages.

iPhone version: download from the Appstore.
Version for other Smartphones: http://mobil.guenzburg.de

Tourist-Information Günzburg-Leipheim
Telefon 08221/200-444

www.guenzburg.de